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AGENDA

1. Announcements
2. Esri Update
3. Primary Direction Data Collection
4. Open Discussion

**** Please mute phones!! ****
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
• GeoNet Updates
• 3D/DEM Poll

Roads and Highways User Group



Esri Updates

Nathan Easley

Roads and Highways User Group



Primary Direction Data 
Collection

David DiNocco

Roads and Highways User Group



Open Discussion

RHUG Community

Roads and Highways User Group



Upcoming Meetings / Contacts

Wednesday September 8th, 1:30-3pm

Contact Info:  
Erin Lesh ealesh@ncdot.gov

Patrick Whiteford pwhiteford@azdot.gov

Roads and Highways User Group

mailto:ealesh@ncdot.gov
mailto:pwhiteford@azdot.gov


Product Team Update

RHUG meeting 8/11/21

Nathan Easley



Capabilities currently under development

• Cover Behavior in Extend for concurrencies

• Cover Behavior in Realign for concurrencies

• Snap Behavior in Realign



Support Incidents/Defects

• BUG-000139908 – The Calculate Route Concurrencies tool presents inconsistent results when 

run against SQL Server enterprise geodatabases (fixed in 10.7.1/10.8.1 patches)

• Retiring a calibration point results in the oldest route time slice being deleted when there is 

more than 1 time slice for the route (fixed in 10.7.1/10.8.1 patches)

• Realigning a route to create a partial concurrency results in Cover Behavior having the event 

disappear (fixed in 10.7.1/10.8.1 patches)



Other Announcements

• Roads and Highways patch



Demos





from Ryan Koschatzky to everyone:    12:31 PM 
https://community.esri.com/t5/roads-and-highways-user-group-rhug/gh-p/roads-and-highways-user-
group-rhug 
from Patrick Kemble to everyone:    12:35 PM 
The "future" is changing so fast that it is hard to say what are plans are.  While I say we have no current 
plans, that could change tomorrow. 
from Lesh, Erin A to everyone:    12:36 PM 
Thanks for the clarification Pat K 
from Patrick Kemble to everyone:    12:37 PM 
sorry, our vs. are 
from Ed Conrad to everyone:    12:38 PM 
Couple questions regarding R&H in Pro: 
from Ryan Koschatzky to everyone:    12:40 PM 
https://community.esri.com/t5/roads-and-highways-user-group-rhug-questions/rhug-monthly-user-
meeting-agenda/m-p/1046315 
from Abhishek Bhargava to everyone:    12:40 PM 
Patrick - At GIS-T we had talked about the use cases for Routes with z-values and how that would 
potentially be used for determining at-grade and grade-separated intersections. At the previous AEGIST 
Quarterly meeting, we talked about HPMS 9.0 and engineering of junctions using routes with z-values. 
Putting those pieces together, and the use cases we looked at for routes with z-values - wonder if 
further discussion may be needed on this feature (if this is what we mean with 3D routes). Having said 
this, do want to mention that we agreed at GIS-T that the routes with z-values do not have to be in LRS. 
They can be engineered and maintained outside of LRS on data engineering platforms. So, routes with z-

values is not necessarily an LRS requirement. 
from Nicole Hanson to everyone:    12:41 PM 
So it'll go to 10.6.1 too???  for the Patch???? 
from Charles Major to all panelists:    12:41 PM 
Thank you. 
from Patrick Whiteford to everyone:    12:41 PM 
Thanks Abhisek, I will be sure to mention that. 
from Patrick Kemble to everyone:    12:42 PM 
Did Nathan say the export network patch is in the release for next week? 
from Nicole Hanson to everyone:    12:43 PM 
NOOOOO, ok 
from Kevin Hunt to everyone:    12:43 PM 
Nathan can you talk a bit more about the status of the Export Network bug 
from Nicole Hanson to everyone:    12:44 PM 
Export network issue was in 10.6.1 too - it was the 500 limit 
from Ed Conrad to everyone:    12:44 PM 
Few questions regarding Roads & Highways in Pro: 
1. Branch versioning is required and uses Feature Services

Do we publish a single LRS-enabled feature service or do separate feature services for each event
need to be   published? 
2. Do Feature services support arcpy.da module database cursors?

Specifically, we use arcpy.da.SearchCursor and arcpy.da.UpdateCursor to make changes to tables
and I’m not sure that feature services can be used as inputs. 



3. Branch versioning is built specifically for Feature services.
Is branch versioning used over traditional versioning due to efficiencies?

Thank you!!! 
from Kevin Hunt to everyone:    12:45 PM 
That is differetn from :   Bug BUG-000138731 
Synopsis 
The Export Network tool fails to include all routes in the output when the 'linear referencing system 
(LRS) Time' and 'Last LRS Time' parameters are used. 
from Kevin Hunt to everyone:    12:46 PM 
Great news!   Thank you Nathan 
from Ed Conrad to everyone:    12:46 PM 
Thank you! 
from brian bieber to everyone:    12:48 PM 
are we supposed to be seeing something? 
from Yueming Wu to everyone:    12:48 PM 
Nathan, we don't see your desktop 
from Patrick Kemble to everyone:    12:56 PM 
So are these going to be network domanant rules and exceptions or is Pro allowing for domannce 
exceptions on a Route to Route basis? 
from Ryan Koschatzky to everyone:    12:59 PM 
@Nathan, if I understand correctly. If we had legacy events that are not the correct domanant route. We 
can run concurrenies on those routes only to fix the correct domanant route? 
from Kevin Hunt to everyone:    1:13 PM 
Cool to see the good ol' Lienar Referecing toolbar.   
from Patrick Kemble to everyone:    1:13 PM 
ok, thanks.  Wasn't sure if I missed you selecting a route. 
from Lesh, Erin A to everyone:    1:13 PM 
Kevin - we should ask for an enhancement to officially call it that! 
from Kevin Hunt to everyone:    1:14 PM 
:-) 
from Lesh, Erin A (privately):    1:15 PM 
You could just come off mute to clarify if you want 
from Charles McNeel to everyone:    1:16 PM 
great addition! 
from David Knudsen to everyone:    1:17 PM 
Is running CRC across all time an improvement in Pro, or should we be able to do it in ArcMap as well? 
from peter morey to everyone:    1:18 PM 
There are some events we want on the secondary route, are we still able to do that? 
from peter morey to everyone:    1:20 PM 
We would want it more as an event behavior 
from Patrick Kemble to everyone:    1:28 PM 
All these are similar to struggles NYS has. 
from Sam Coldiron to everyone:    1:28 PM 
AEGIST 
from Sam Coldiron to everyone:    1:30 PM 
On a dual carriageway, each side would have one event for that sides left and right shoulder. 
from Patrick Kemble to everyone:    1:30 PM 
NYS uses use 4 events for shoulders, Primary Right, Primary Left, Reverse Right, Reverse Left 



from Michael Clement to everyone:    1:30 PM 
Both? We've tried it both ways and each has it's strenghts and weakness 
from Nicole Hanson to everyone:    1:31 PM 
no idea...  LOL  If this is HPMS not sure how that's done there. 
from peter morey to everyone:    1:31 PM 
We also have seperate fields for PAved and Unpaved shoulders 
from amit@esri Hazra to everyone:    1:32 PM 
How does AEGIST align with corridor centric inventory collection like through lanes? 
from Kevin Munro to everyone:    1:34 PM 
At INDOT almost all events are stored on the increasing direction. This keeps data management simple 
but there is some loss of positional accuracy when describing the decreasing side events. 
from Abhishek Bhargava to everyone:    1:35 PM 
AEGIST is building an events data dictionary across PFS States that use R&Hs. It will answer this question 
about whether multuple fields are being used and one event feature class was created, or if multiple 
events were created (say, for left / right shoulders).  The dictionary will reflect current practice at States. 
from Patrick Kemble to everyone:    1:36 PM 
NYS manages our shoulders for inventory puposes and HPMS reporting seperately since they have 
different reporting needs. 
from Patrick Kemble to everyone:    1:37 PM 
Once ARONLD asked for a duel carriageway representation of our networks, merging it back into an 
Inventory Side for reporting of HPMS went out the window. 
from Abhishek Bhargava to everyone:    1:39 PM 
www.gisintransportation.com -- AEGIST 
from Nicole Hanson to everyone:    1:39 PM 
HPMS has their own events within our R&H at ITD.   
from Abhishek Bhargava to everyone:    1:39 PM 
AEGIST Contact: Joe Hausman 
from Joseph Hausman to everyone:    1:39 PM 
Contact me, Joseph.Hausman@dot.gov 
from Patrick Kemble to everyone:    1:40 PM 
We also maintain HPMS Sample items as there own events in our network. 
from peter morey to everyone:    1:41 PM 
For previous question: [12:40 PM] Patnode, Scott (DOT) 
    we do not combine except for through lanes. Everything else is reported on it's own side. For through 
lanes we just double the I side value. FHWA is aware of this. 

from Johnathan Croft to everyone:    1:46 PM 
Having a direction field, especially for speed limit is helpful.  We store width for lanes and shoulders 
right and left of the centerline for highways based on inventory direction.  When a segment is divided, 
primary dirction is all right of the centerline and secondary direction is all left of the centerline.   
from Patrick Kemble to everyone:    1:47 PM 
I imagine that is why HPMS does not allow for the use of Item 70: Directional Through Lanes, unless you 
submit your pavment data for both sides, since merging the Through Lanes back to an Inventory 
Direction is a best guess situation. 
from Ryan Koschatzky to everyone:    1:49 PM 
Questions for RHUG Poll 
Attributes on primary side of the road: 
1. Do you use multiple fields?



Primary Right Shoulder 
Opposing Right Shoulder 
Primary Left Shoulder 
Opposing Left Shoulder 
  
Attributes on primary side of the road: 
2.    Do you use multiple events? 
Primary Shoulder (Right and Left) 
Opposing Shoulder (Right and Left) 
  
3.    Do you code attributes on each side of the road in one event table? 
4.    How do you combine both directions when required for HPMS or other reports? 
5.    How do you store opposing direction when one line is present? 
6.    What is the best way to store attribute information when the directions are different and you don’t 
have a route for the opposing direction? 
7.    How do you decide route pairs? 
from Joseph Hausman to everyone:    1:52 PM 
These are AEGIST issues 
from Sam Coldiron to everyone:    1:52 PM 
Thanks everyone! 
from Johnathan Croft to everyone:    1:52 PM 
Thank you all. 
from Kevin Hunt to everyone:    1:53 PM 
Great discussion again today.  thank you everyone! 
 
 
 



Do you utilize 3D support for your route network? 
Yes     4/82 
No but planning to   8/82 
No and no future plans to add 21/82 
No Answer    49/82 
 
Mass Dot polling 

1. Do you use multiple fields? No answers recorded 
Primary Right Shoulder 
Opposing Right Shoulder 
Primary Left Shoulder 
Opposing Left Shoulder 
No Answer 
 

2. Do you use multiple events? 
Primary Shoulder (Right and Left)  5/94 
Opposing Shoulder (Right and Left)  7/94 
No Answer     82/94 
 

3. Do you code attributes on each side of the road in one event table?  
- if physically divided, we use one event table, different values on each side; if undivided, we 

use primary direction only 
- For undivided segments, we have lanes and shoulder widths right and left of the centerline.  

For divided highways, we use the same event table, but have separate routes for the 
primary inventory direction and the secondary non-inventory direction. 

- Yes -- This is how we code data in our current mainframe asset database. 
- If it's Dual Carriageway - then yes.  If it's concurrent then only the dominate will be assigned, 

and be assigned for both 
- Montana codes left side and right side rumble strips.  There has been some discussion but 

most events aren't separately coded at this time. 
- Depends on the attribute, curbs is one table, shoulders left and right are eperate tables 
- Only on Dual Carriageways, then yes, each side has a different RouteID and that would give 

a different event for each side. For single carriagway, it's a single event for the whole road. 
 

4. How do you combine both directions when required for HPMS or other reports?  
- Our HPMS Coordinator has a semi-automated process that they run to convert how the data 

is stored to meet the HPMS schema. 
- the different directions are within the same event, so it works 
- I beleive the only item we try to merge are the number of Lanes. 
- In the same table with the inventory direction first 
- Manage all events on one side only.   
- we attempt to do a spatial process to get one side related to the other but it's not 100% 

reliable. 
- We submit HPMS in both directions and our internal reporting is looking at inventory 

direction only. We do report on non-inventory direction sometimes but we don't typically 
combine them. 

- We report primary direction only on undivided roadway segments   



- Store and Manage data at the most granular" level, then ETL it for use."   
  

5. How do you store opposing direction when one line is present?  
- Then for us it's concurrent and the data is on the dominate one 
- depends, on state routes we store the routes in each direction as concurrent routes and we 

can tag events to each route if needed.  But for non-state routes we just put everything on 
the cardinal direction because we haven't had a need to deal with it on non-state owned 
roads yet. 

- We maintain two routes on the one centerline. One route for each direction 
- We only do that on a couple of events where there is multiple columns for each side.  
- we haven't had a need to store much of this as of yet, but it could be stored on the non-

primary route provided it's created first 
 

6. What is the best way to store attribute information when the directions are different and you 
don’t have a route for the opposing direction?  
- For speed limited, we include a direction field, but don't have this universal in our data. 
- We currently store all asset data on the primary side of the roadway in our mainframe db. 

We have a field for Side" (R/L)." 
- on the dominate route 
- NYS has been building the opposing direction route. 
- We always maintain one route for each direction of travel, the I=Inventory and D = Non-

inventory direction 
 

7. How do you decide route pairs? 6/86 
- We divide all US routes as dual carriageway; we divide all other routes as dual carriageway 

(multiple CLs, multiple routeIDs) as long as there is a physical (grass, positive, semi-rigid) 
median >4ft wide for at least 500 ft in length. 

- Looks like a couplet and the might be separate route codes, but could also be related to the 
same route.  These would need to be defined based on specific cases. 

- we call them one way pairs. they are considered a decreasing direction route or a 
collector/distributor. Don't create your routes based on road name alone but create them 
based on throughlane, ramp, connector, collector,..... each will have its own unique routeID 
and measures. 

- Have same ID, but end in either I for the inventory direction or D for the non-inventory 
direction 

- This comes down to business rules of looking at physical divisions, pavement breaks, what 
makes sense for the LRS, and what makes sense for other business rules with your Agency. 

- i think the loop ends should be looked at as one-way with no pair 
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